
DEZOSTER AirCAT
Portable ionizer

FEATURES

DEZOSTER AirCAT is a  portable device designed for neutralizing 
odors and smells and disinfecting the environment. It can be used as 
a stand-alone unit or mounted on a wall bracket.

Air purification takes place on the basis of the deactivation of micro-
organisms using oxidation with atomic oxygen. It is effective against 
microorganisms, allergens and odors, especially against the spread 
and growth of bacteria and viruses, including coronaviruses.

DEZOSTER AirCAT is can be used at home but also in public spaces 
such as client centers, waiting rooms, retirement homes, hospices, so-
cial and medical facilities, beauty salons, or fitness centers. In house-
holds, it can remove odors from animals, cooking, smoke or flooding.

The DEZOSTER AirCAT is very easily operated manually. Also, it can 
run automatically using the controlled switched socket  OS-11PSB*.

* For more information, please see the section Controllers, ozone sen-
sors and monitoring.

  Technology proven over the years 
on a purely natural basis

  The AirCATs have been produced 
for over 30 years

  Thousands of units in operation 
across whole Europe

  Classic design, indestructible 
construction, high quality of used 
components

  Safe even in the presence of people 
and animals

  Simple manual control, but also 
the possibility of autonomous 
regulated operation

  Service and spare parts guarantee

  Low power consumption

  Internationally certified product
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TECHNICAL DATA

APPLICATIONS
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Parameter type AirCAT E-2 AirCAT E-6

Treated space volume 90 m3 270 m3

Maximal air flow 160 m3/h 320 m3/h

Ionization tube 2x HIVUS IT-E tube 6x HIVUS IT-E tube

Power 230 V/50 Hz 230 V/50 Hz

Electricity consumption 70 W 95 W

Dimension 420 x 280 x 150 mm 553 x 345 x 255 mm

Weight 7,7 kg 14 kg


